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Certain versions of Redash from Redash contain the following
vulnerability:

Redash is a package for data visualization and sharing. If an admin
sets up Redash versions 10.0.0 and prior without explicitly specifying
the `REDASH_COOKIE_SECRET` or `REDASH_SECRET_KEY`
environment variables, a default value is used for both that is the same
across all installations. In such cases, the instance is vulnerable to

attackers being able to forge sessions using the known default value. This issue only affects
installations where the `REDASH_COOKIE_SECRET or REDASH_SECRET_KEY`
environment variables have not been explicitly set. This issue does not affect users of the
official Redash cloud images, Redash's Digital Ocean marketplace droplets, or the scripts in
the `getredash/setup` repository. These instances automatically generate unique secret keys
during installation. One can verify whether one's instance is affected by checking the value of
the `REDASH_COOKIE_SECRET` environment variable. If it is
`c292a0a3aa32397cdb050e233733900f`, should follow the steps to secure the instance,
outlined in the GitHub Security Advisory.

CVSS3 Score: 6.5 - MEDIUM
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UNCHANGED NONE HIGH NONE

CVSS2 Score: 3.5 - LOW

Access Access Authentication

CVE-2021-41192 has been assigned by  security-advisories@github.com to track the vulnerability - currently rated as MEDIUM

severity.

Affected Vendor/Software:  getredash - redash version <= 10.0.0
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CVE References

Description Tags Link

Insecure default configuration ·
Advisory · getredash/redash · GitHub

github.com

text/html

 CONFIRM github.com/getredash/redash/security/advisories/GHSA-g8xr-f424-h2rv

Exploiting Redash instances with
CVE-2021-4119

ian.sh

text/html

 MISC ian.sh/redash

Merge pull request from GHSA-g8xr-
f424-h2rv ·
getredash/redash@ce60d20 · GitHub

github.com

text/html

 MISC
github.com/getredash/redash/commit/ce60d20c4e3d1537581f2f70f1308fe77ab6a214

By selecting these links, you may be leaving CVEreport webspace. We have provided these links to other websites because they may have information that
would be of interest to you. No inferences should be drawn on account of other sites being referenced, or not, from this page. There may be other websites that
are more appropriate for your purpose. CVEreport does not necessarily endorse the views expressed, or concur with the facts presented on these sites. Further,
CVEreport does not endorse any commercial products that may be mentioned on these sites. Please address comments about any linked pages to
comment@cve.report.

There are currently no QIDs associated with this CVE

Known Affected Configurations (CPE V2.3)

Type Vendor Product Version Update Edition Language

Application Redash Redash All All All All

No vendor comments have been submitted for this CVE
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this information or its use. Any use of this information is at the user's risk. It is the responsibility of user to evaluate the accuracy,
completeness or usefulness of any information, opinion, advice or other content. EACH USER WILL BE SOLELY RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
consequences of his or her direct or indirect use of this web site. ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND ARE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMED. This
site will NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT or any other kind of loss.
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